Procedure for Student Educational Verification:

Please send us the following:

1) Final year marklist copy issued by University of Mumbai

2) LOA signed by the candidate

3) DD of Rs. (as stated below) in favour of “Vidyavardhini’s College of Engineering and Technology” payable at Mumbai.

Rates for DD:

1) Upto 3 years of student passing the Final Year – Rs. 1000/-
2) 4 years to 10 years of student passing the Final Year – Rs. 1500/-
3) 11 years to 20 years of student passing the Final Year – Rs. 2000/-
4) More than 20 years of student passing the Final Year – Rs. 2500/-

In case of any query mail to: icexam_vcet@vcet.edu.in

Note: No oral / verbal confirmation about the educational verification will be provided.